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Annapolis an Overview 
Early Planning 

Annapolis is a city with a culture and political roll stronger than most might expect of a city with only 

forty thousand residents, which can be attributed to its history as a political capital of the United 

States and Maryland and its strong sense of maritime identity. Founded in 1649 as Providence, the 

city went through many iterations, one failing after the other, of settlements on the Severn River and 

Spa Creek. Each of these iterations saw Annapolis as a desirable place in part to the natural deep-

water port that offered many sheltered coves — this maritime aspect remains a strong defining 

character of Annapolis today. After the revolt against the crown-supported Catholic leadership, it 

was decided that the colony’s political center point should no longer be St. Mary’s City and should 

be centrist in location. The newly appointed Governor, Francis Nicholson, decided to move the 

capital to what he would rename Annapolis.  In 1694, he laid out the new city plan that built on 

landscape architect John Evelyn’ s post-great fire 

London urban plan, who was a good friend. He 

transformed the undeveloped area and created one 

of the first monumental pre-planned colonial cities in 

the Americas. The urban plan was based around 

two circles — State Circle where the State House sits 

on the highest peak and Church Circle, where the 

church sits on the second highest peak — with 

asymmetrically radiated streets superimposed over a typical street grid. The original urban planning 

Figure 1- Original city plan. (Stoddard, 1718) 
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remains entirely intact, with the notable exceptions of the Naval Academy’s construction on the 

waterfront park and the government office blocks, which will be discussed later. This layout was seen 

as revolutionary at the time and served as the inspiration for many cities, including Washington D.C. 

to be drawn a century later. The city grew well within its original layout.  City Dock became the day 

to day economic core of the city, as merchants utilized the city-owned Market Building to sell goods 

from the ships to the local stores and residents. The State House is the oldest continuously used state 

house in the country and is a symbol of the city. It is historically important, having served as the 

United States Capitol, host of the Annapolis Convention — where the Constitution was written, and 

the site of Washington’s resignation.  Annapolis saw its explosion of growth during the eighteenth 

and early nineteenth century and remained economically in a standstill until the later end of the 

twentieth century, which allowed the accidental preservation of early the American architecture and 

culture it has become famous for.  Yet at the same time, thanks to being the seat of the state 

government and United States Naval Academy, Annapolis remained economically viable and never 

saw the fate of its counterpart — Williamsburg.  

 

20th Century Urbanization & Errors 

The early twentieth century saw Annapolis grow beyond its original urban layout. Along Spa Creek, 

the US Navy and Trumpy Shipyards and one of the earliest yacht clubs in the country grew in size. 

The Maryland state government began to grow, resulting in the addition to the state house.  Public 

transportation was created as Annapolis installed electric street cars that looped the downtown area 
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connecting to the train station on its west edge , that connected directly to Washington D.C. and 

Baltimore. The residential parts of the city grew outwards, extending the main arteries and city grid 

while remaining in reach to the new (Calo)public transportation.  

 

 

Figure 2 Streetcar entering Church Circle. 1909 (Calo) 

After World War Two, the city’s growth became poorly managed in hindsight. The city experienced 

more growth than it had since the country’s founding. This building boom caught the city off guard. 

Most of it was designed as strip malls and disconnected suburban neighborhoods. These new 

developments created a fragmented city layout that promoted cars over streetcar while diminishing 

the walkability of the city. This boom saw the expansion of the Maryland government, which saw 
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further renovation of the historic State House and the addition of multiple new government buildings. 

The buildings from this expansion are considered to be the biggest urban planning blunder the city 

has ever made. They tore down the long standing African American community and businesses in 

order to build the new office blocks, moving those displaced into the city’s new public housing which 

is now considered among the worst in the United State.  This is not the only example of poorly 

planned urban development during the era, but the tearing down of the ward as it was known, 

promoted the activism in Annapolis to protect future historic buildings and communities from the same 

fate, leading to the creation of Historic Annapolis. 

Fast forward to modern day, the city council is working 

with Historic Annapolis, its citizens, and the larger 

governments to rectify the errors of the past, while 

allowing a new urban fabric to form that will allow the 

city to be resilient to economic and environmental tides. 

There is a focus on expanding the walkability and 

human centric attributes of the historic downtown, while 

building at the scale of Park Place (Figure 4) and Town 

Center (Figure 3) — the two largest-scale projects in 

recent decades. The city council has spent years trying 

to redirect the anti-development sentiment that created 

Figure 4 - Recent Redevelopment. Park Place. 

Figure 3 - Recent Redevelopment. Town Center 
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Historic Annapolis, showcasing these developments as models for the future urbanization of 

Annapolis.1 

 

Annapolis realizes that urban renewal is not their only issue at hand as the city is considered among 

the most at threat in the United States for rising sea levels. This has led the city to create an additional 

planning document, its cultural resiliency plan called Weather It Together.   

 

Planning for a Future 

Released in 2009, the Comprehensive Plan is the most current city planning document, although it 

will be replaced in 2020. The document dissects the city council’s intent in regard to growth, culture, 

and place.  More recently through the creation of Weather it Together, the council and government 

has acknowledged that anything the city does must have a direct working relationship with the 

environmental changes facing the city. This has prompted the first of many major overhauls of the 

city’s Compressive Plan expected to be released by the end of 2020. One thing that remains as a 

preeminent concern however is the historic nature of the city. This is often the first step of project 

 
 

1 The Parole Center is not within the city limits, although within the city zip code.  It is on the dividing street. With that said, 
there is an on-going relationship with Anne Arundel County in co-developing code with the county more or less following 
the lead and vison of the city government, which provides utilities and transportation in this non-city area.  
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planning in the city, everything goes through design review where scale, character, and viability are 

considered. 

 
Historic Preservation & Planning 

Historic Annapolis & Historic Preservation Commission 

 

The city of Annapolis has since 1952 had at least one group focused on the historic preservation of 

the city and the architecture. Historic Annapolis, founded in 1952 as a group of concerned citizens 

after the demolition of the ward, remains a strong presence in the city. The group purchased and 

maintains many of the historic structures in the city and actively educates millions of visitors a year 

through them. But this group is more than this, they have leveraged their voice to stop many 

developments in Annapolis over the years and is accredited as the reason why the city has an 

internal historic preservation commission that acts as a review board today.  They are responsible for 

stopping the expansion of the Naval Academy beyond the wall, into the historic district. They fought 

with the city when the city hall parking garage at the core of the historic district was planned to be 

too tall.  They are responsible for the historic district being added to the National Register of Historic 

Places (Historic Annapolis, 2019). Thus, historic preservation has long been a part of the culture. 

Every action of construction or demolition within the historic district or that is deemed to have an 

effect on the historic nature of the city must go through a review by the city’s Historic Preservation 

Commission. 
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As a result, the commission has sway over much of the city’s planning decisions.  During the 

November interview2, this became very apparent. For example, Annapolis is currently in the process 

of becoming a test city for Baltimore Gas & Electric’s (BGE) in a study on smart streets and as a key 

part of this process, BGE is adding sensors and data points throughout the city. Sensors are being 

added to all of the streetlamps including in the historic district that are about the size of small 

smartphone, yet deciding where to install these in a way that would not harm the historic nature of the 

street lamps (which are restored to their pre-war design) has been a months long process. In the end, 

they will be installed such that they are hidden within the tobacco leaf atop the lamp. As another 

example of the commission’s power, the mold for these lamp tops cracked some time ago and is 

costly to replace. Public works tried to receive permission to install temporary tops that do not meet 

the historic standards until they could find the money to rebuild the mold, which was not given. 

Technically any broken lamp tops cannot be replaced, although it was said that some have been 

replaced without the commission noticing out of dire need. The strength of the historic commission 

holds has resulted in a code that is very attentive to the character and nature of Annapolis. 

  

 

 

 
 

2 November 23rd meeting with five city officials from zoning, economics, environment, public works, and historic 
preservation. 
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Historic Preservation in City Code 

Annapolis has a diverse character and scale due to the complexity of its intersecting street systems, 

topography, and tributaries that make up the city. In response, the city uses a system of overlays 

and districts to inform the design guidelines of construction and renovations in the city. This allows 

the city to carefully scale down the buildings and streets as they near the historic district. This careful 

attention to how things scale down and match the character has formed some unique codes. 

Examples like the Special Height Limit Districts, which there are three types, height is limited not by 

total height but by cornice height, total height, and other variables (Figure 5).  

 

Figure 5 - Special Height Limit District guidelines. (City of Annapolis, 2009) 
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1. No building in the special height limit district 1 may exceed a total height of thirty-two feet and a height 
of twenty-two feet at the cornice or lower roofline measured at the front setback line. 
2. No building in the special height limit district 2 may exceed a total height of thirty-eight feet and a height 
of twenty-eight feet at the cornice or lower roofline measured at the front setback line. 
3. No building in the special height limit district 3 may exceed a total height of forty-five feet and height of 
thirty-five feet at the cornice or lower roofline measured at the front setback line. (City of Annapolis, 2009) 

 

The height of buildings is the most specific code example in the planning process. Most of the 

guidelines are left vague or flexible, like the width of buildings. Where individual building elements 

(meaning unbroken roof ridge lines, cornice, or wall) cannot be more than twice the height of the 

building measured at the setback line.  These codes are some of the basic ways that Annapolis 

maintains its historic character, although projects will still be subjected to the review of the historic 

preservation commission that has a final say.  This hybrid practice of having a set of core codes while 

then maintaining aesthetics and other values through the commission can create a messy approval 

process for new buildings in the historic districts.  However, it maintains the core capability needed 

for success historic preservation stated in Hinshaw and Morris’s Design Review: Getting Better 

Development, that cities should have standards in place that maintain or increase the quality of a 

place.  Annapolis achieves this. Some critics of the commission say it is too opinion based, but 

Annapolis is very unique in how there is no one street built in the same architectural time period.  

There are seventeenth century structures adjacent to twentieth century structures, with this mixed-

matched street frontages there is no straightforward way to maintain the quality of the street and city. 

The commission was the only way forward for Annapolis unlike other cities that can regulate finer 

details like façade types due to a uniform period of historic construction. A direct comparison would 
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be how Portland is able to separate their city into pattern areas as a result of certain construction 

periods in certain areas. Such a system is impossible for Annapolis.  

Special Focus Districts 

Annapolis is not rigid when it comes to restrictions in the historic context. There are distinct neighborhoods 

within the historic district that are allowed to fray from the guidelines. Maritime and the waterfront are given 

special permissions and a unique set of guidelines that will be focused on later. There are more special districts 

like West Annapolis and Capital Arts District. The city has also designated opportunity areas where they see 

as the site of the city’s future growth.    

Capital Arts District 

The city exercises many of the practices and concepts discussed in various urban planning pieces, 

such as creating special interest districts. Below in purple, is the end strip of West Street that the city 

has formed into an arts district. This is one of the earliest special districts in Annapolis and it has 

proven to be very successful. The portion of West Street used is mostly historic, although unlike both 

Main Street and Maryland Avenue, it did not retain the majority of its character and became more of 

a commerical strip that even included car dealerships. This loss of character was an opportunity for 

the city, as it allowed looser historic preservation restrictions and the ability to create a new identity 

unique to this area. The city took the old high school and converted it into a multi-disciplinary arts 

center in 1979, which is now known as Maryland Hall and is home to renowned programs. The art 

district originally started here and ended where it does today just before the Church Circle. The state 
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of Maryland officially designated it an Arts and Entertainment District in 2008 (City of Annapolis, 

2017). 

 

Figure 6 - Capital City Cultural Arts District Map (City of Annapolis, 2009) 

The creation of this special district did a few things. It promoted pop up events, such as a movie 

screen on the side of a building on an empty lot, that brings attention to West Street and its business. 

This district also changed how the city approves projects. An example… It is the general rule upheld 

by the Historic Preservation Commission that brick may not be painted unless it already has been. In 

this district, however, the creation of murals by local artists is highly encouraged — even if done 
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without permission and causing a controversy (it was retroactively approved by the Historic 

Preservation Commission) pictured in Figure 7.   

The loosening of the historic preservation extended into the interiors of buildings as well, allowing 

new types of restaurants and businesses to create interesting building types. These include rooftop 

dining and a three-hundred seat concert/tavern combination called Rams Head Tavern, that is now 

world-renowned within the confines of an eightieth century tavern that only served thirty customers 

when it was first opened in 1989 (Figure 8). This is only considered feasible in the arts district. They 

maintain the quality of the area by using public art that is founded in all four of the core purposes 

behind public art according to Jack Becker’s Public Art which are to “engage civic dialogue and 

Figure 7 - the Tsunami Restaurant mural, which caused a large controversy over what kinds of murals should be allowed in the district. 
(Ohl, 2017) 
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community; attract attention and economic benefit; connect artists with communities; and enhance 

public appreciation of art” (Becker, 2004).  In the city’s words, their intentions are to… 

Encourage the success of the Capital City Cultural Arts District, building on Inner West Street's 

progress as a vibrant urban corridor. Create an "identity" for the District and foster the types 

of arts and cultural venues consistent with that identity. Ensure that the District's arts and 

cultural identity acknowledges the proximity of the adjacent residential neighborhoods and is 

consistent with the residential character and quality of life in those communities. (City of 

Annapolis, 2009) 

  

Figure 8 - Rams Head Tavern contains a 300 seat concert stage that hosts world-renowned artists. (Rams Head , 2019) 
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The Waterfront Design 

Annapolis at its heart is a historic port city. It was home to the Trumpy and U.S. Navy Shipyards and 

is home to one of the country’s oldest yacht clubs, the Naval Academy, and the world’s largest in-

water boat shows to name a few things. The city has transitioned in post-war times from industrial and 

commercial waterfront to pleasure craft as shipyards closed and watermen moved to cheaper areas 

to live. Following this transition, city dock has seen many iterations with the focus on how to transition 

the use of the space to be economically viable.  The existing design is original to the 1960s 

renovation of the area.  

Rejuvenating the Existing 

The city has taken a multi-pronged 

approach to rejuvenating the existing 

city dock. To improve the waterfront, 

they have standardized a new bulkhead 

design that will be implement as the 

existing bulkhead is repaired over the 

coming years. This redesign utilizes the 

principles from Massangale and Dover 

in their chapter on Walkability. This new 

bulkhead design has the primary concern of reconnecting the waterfront park at the end of City Dock 

with the Market House and Main Street.  Before these new bulkheads were built, there was a narrow 

Figure 9 - New Bulkhead Design from the 2009 Comprehensive Plan 
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four-foot-wide sidewalk leading to the park with water on one side and a parking lot on the other. 

Even without the planters installed yet as they are waiting until there is a master plan for the 

redesigned parking area, the path is far more walkable by being more comfortable, far safer, and 

more connected.  The memorability of the bulkhead will be improved with future additions through 

the new master plan.  Now, the city faces a different problem. It finds itself in dire need of protecting 

what it considers to be its most economically important asset from rising sea levels. In order to create 

a master plan that invented a viable future for the city, they had to think big and be open minded to a 

massive shift in how the city informed its own design. 

 

A Landmark at Risk – Sea Level Rise 
Weather it Together 

This shift in thought process is marked by the 2015 release of Landmark at Risk: Protecting the 

Historic Seaport of Annapolis Maryland — otherwise known as Weather it Together. This laid out all 

the possibilities the city saw as ways to handle the years ahead. It is expansive, including all ideas on 

the table.  These ideas ranged from abandoning the waterfront to raising all of the historic buildings 

in danger and all of the ideas inbetween. Annapolis did not just create a planning document either, it 

became the centerpiece of an international conference hosted by the city in 2017 titled Keeping 

History Above Water: Annapolis.  The city government began all of this planning in 2013 and most 

of it was in-house. The city does not have the budget for outside help, according to the interviewees, 

they only have the money for 1.5 yearly additional employees to assist from the outside. Despite the 
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lack of funding, the city went ahead. All two-hundred and eight pages of Weather it Together cover 

way more than just how to hold back the water as it was realized at the beginning that for Annapolis, 

all options must consider the historic preservation, the economic viability, and the cultural resiliency of 

the city and inhabitants.  The task is daunting as the city is planning for roughly six feet of sea level 

rise by 2100. Figure 10 is of City Dock in the record breaking storm surge of Hurricane Isabel in 

2003, a storm surge of 7.6 feet. The image is also what 2100 Annapolis looks like without any 

action as planned in Weather it Together. The city is expecting around six feet of sea level rise.  

 

Figure 10 - City Dock during Hurricane Isabel in 2003 (DeButts, 2018) 

City Dock 

At the center of all the efforts is City Dock. This area has always been a problem in its current form that was 

created when the waterman and seafood wholesalers moved to other rivers as mentioned early. There have 

been numerous studies on what do with City Dock, yet no changes have ever been enacted due to the sheer 
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amount of political willpower needed to change it. That is until Mayor Buckley took office recently. Buckley is 

not afraid to push for radical changes and has a history of getting them realized during his tenure as head of 

the West Street Business Association. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The radically different 2019 proposal is the first big change coming out of the Weather it Together 

initiative. While the City Dock Commission has released this preliminary design, it is not expected to 

 

Figure 13 - The 2019 City Dock Proposal (Dubose, 2019) 

Figure 12 - The 2012 City Dock Proposal (Olin Studio, 2012) Figure 11 - The existing City Dock (Dubose, 2019) 
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be finalized for at least two or three years at best. The city planner acknowledged in the interview 

that this plan removes 200 parking spaces. This has been the core issue that has halted all other 

proposals, yet the city knows it is the right urban planning solution. As a result, they will not be 

moving forward with it until the City Hall Parking Garage is replaced in the coming year with a new 

structure with enough parking spaces to mediate the loss of City Dock’s.3  To further complicate 

things, whatever is designed must be compatible with the Naval Academy sea wall and flood system.  

The bottom line is that there are a lot of moving parts when it comes to rehabilitating City Dock, but 

there is no other option for the city anymore. No City Dock means a loss of Annapolitan culture, 

history, and commerce too great for the city to lose. It must be saved.  

Eastport – Private Property Hurdles 

Annapolis has more to protect than just City Dock, yet Weather it Together does not provide solutions 

for all of Annapolis. Across the harbor is the Maritime Republic of Eastport, a district of Annapolis 

that for years has made a point of being a independent culture than Annapolis. Eastport is home to 

five sailing clubs and schools, countless marinas and boatyards, restaurants, and residences. It is also 

one of only three exits out of historic Annapolis. The city wants to help, yet they are powerless without 

any means to force communal change in this district, since all of Eastport’s waterfront is privately 

owned.  A communal solution is severely unlikely to ever happen as it would require unified effort of 

all private parties. This has left the city planner and zoning heads to state that the only way they see 

 
 

3 The garage is between City Hall and the end of Main Street, with a close proximity to City Dock.  
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Eastport surviving in the future is through an overhaul of county and state code. The zoning head 

envisions pile-built structures being allowed again so that the waterfront buildings can be raised 

above the sea level rise. Currently county code prevents this for environmental reasons that would not 

apply to these structures. If this were done, the city could raise most perimeter streets effectively to 

meet the new heights. For the city, this is an issue for at least a decade down the road.  

What are they doing today? 

The city is already enacting parts of its Weather it Together initiative. Public works director, Lisa 

Grieco, stated in the interview that the city has been receiving grants from the state and federal 

programs to design and implement a pump house along Compromise Street and install new 

backflow preventers to prevent nuisance flooding. She was very clear that this is solely for 

stormwater backflow issues facing the city today and is not a solution for the future, although the 

work they are doing now will be helpful in future efforts. They are continuing the education efforts 

founded during the release year of the initiative, although now they are now in the form of work 

sessions of the City Dock Commission that are open to the public. The initiative also began many 

relationships intended to study the long 

term effects and solutions for the historic 

buildings in the affected area.  Grieco also 

mentioned that they are still actively 

continuing the study of the Annapolis 

Garden Theatre with the U.S. Army Corps 
Figure 14 - Gardern Theatre Study Plan (City of Annapolis, 2017) 
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of Engineers. For the city, this is the perfect case study building. It has two different types of contruction, one 

masonary and one stick built, which represents the two different kinds of historic construction in Annapolis. 

These two construction types also shared a party wall, which likely presents a unique relationship between the 

two construction types that has not been studied heavily. To add to it, the owner of the building is willing to 

participate. This case study is extremely important. Shown in Figure 14, they are using this building to form 

ideas about how building owners can defend themselves against the next Isabel. During the interview, it was 

stressed that individual building defenses must be adopted by property owners to ensure the resiliency of their 

property.  
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The 
city’s role in executing Weather it Together.  

Figure 15 - Garden Theatre Study Fact Sheet (City of Annapolis, 2017) 
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To start, the city is blunt about their role in all of this. They expect to be able to defend the city from 

sea level rise, with the notable exception of Eastport. However, they do not envision defenses that are 

resilient enough to fight a year 2100 Isabel that are economically viable and will not impact the 

quality of the city’s nature and culture. They expect to be able to defend against regular tides in the 

year 2100, but they will likely not plan on defending property owners from 100-year storms of the 

future like Isabel. With that said, the city is creating design guidelines and suggestions for property 

owners based on studies like the Gardern Theatre and are planning on changing city code 

accordingly. In 2020, the city will be rewriting the Comprehensive Plan which will reflect some of 

Figure 16 - Road Raising Concept 
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these changes, like raising the minimum height of critical equipement. They continue to look into new 

solutions and plan possibilities. One idea that was brought up in the interview as favorable in the 

eyes of public works and zoning was raising Compromise street and tying it into ta new waterfront 

edge condition to create a unified protection system that would join the Naval Academy’s, who 

currently plan is to simple raise their sea wall. This is the most straightforward and possibly the most 

affordable solution, although it present challenges with the historic context and the accessiblility of 

the city. Raising structures to keep them above the rising tide has been floated too, although it would 

only be affordable for key structures and it faces structural challenges as most of the buildings are 

interconnect — not impossible but difficult. In the end, all options are on the table. The city has laid 

out what they see as possibilities through the Weather it Together initiative, yet remain open to any  

new ideas as they incorpate these into the Comprehensive Plan for years to come.  

 

Conclusion 
The city of Annapolis has created a well-informed initiative that publicly deals with the challenges 

ahead for the city and links its own efforts with other similar cities around the world. They have 

leveraged their historical and cultural value to the state and nation to build a following and attention 

level that a city the size of Annapolis may not have gained otherwise. They have succeed thus far in 

educating their population about the challenges ahead, however as the editors at the Capital 

Gazette will gladly point out, there is yet lots of work to be done. This report is not about existing 

guidelines or changes the city plans on making to them in the future. It became apparent that the city 
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wrote Weather it Together as a foundation to rewrite the city code, knowing that small changes were 

likely not enough to meet the future ahead. Everyone in the meeting agreed that the initiative pointed 

out the facts that Annapolis knew and highlighted the gaps in much needed knowledge. Since the 

report was released, the city continues to educate itself through case studies like the Garden Theater, 

partnering itself with nearly anyone willing to help. They believe the future of the city’s waterfront and 

therefore culture can come from anywhere, which is why they are gladly willing to have a direct roll 

in a student’s architectural thesis or other students’ work that have come to pass. The city government 

has the mentality of a startup, all options are on the table. Yet the city is not fully occupied by it, they 

are holding off on the city dock renovation because they are planning it as just a small piece of 

change to come in Annapolis. First the stormwater, then parking garages and transit, followed by 

short-term water management solutions as they spend time working out a solution that enhances the 

historic context of Annapolis, not just preserves it from the rising seas. They said in the interview that 

the only thing not on the table is a wall — that Annapolis can never be walled off from the water like 

some cities, as it is intrinsically connected with in ways unique to the Annapolis culture. 
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